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A block map is a map J (0, l}” + (0, 11  for some n > I. Block maps can be
represented by polynomials with coefficients in 2,. The notion of the principal part
of a biock  map is introduced. It is used to obtain some conditions under which
block maps which are linear in the first  variable but not linear in all variables are
irreducible with respect to composition.
An n-block is a sequence b, 1.. b,,  where bi E (0,  1) for 1 < i < n, and an
n-block map is a function from the set of n-blocks to the set (0, 1). Block
maps can be used to study endomorphisms of the shift-dynamical system [5,
Theorem 3.41  and shift-register sequences 131. There is a l-l relationship
between n-block maps and polynomial functions in n variables over Z, [5,
Theorem 19.11. A unique factorization theorem has been proved for linear
block maps. It is not easy to find the factors of a given linear block map,
though certain special cases have been extensively studied. Very little is
known about factorization of nonlinear block maps. It follows from the sums
of powers theorem [6,  Theorem 3.51  that block maps of the type studied
there cannot be factorized into nontrivial commuting factors. In this paper I
study the problem of noncommuting factors of blocks maps which are linear
in the first variable. I identify a part of a block mapf,  its principal part PJ
and prove that if g is linear in the first variable, then P(fo  g) = P(Pf 0 Pg).
A method of presenting polynomials via successive principal parts is
introduced. There are particularly tight relationships between Pf, Pg, and
P(fo g) if the spans of f o g and P(fo g) are equal. These enable one to
determine a class of irreducible block maps. Moreover, it is shown that if
f o g is linear in the ftrst variable and the spans off 0 g and P(fo g) are
equal, then g and f determine each other.
The formal definition of the principal part of a block map will be given
later in terms of the operators on block maps introduced in ]6]. Here this
concept will be illustrated in terms of the more familiar polynomial notation.
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A polynomial can be written in a form which shows the initial linear part,
the first nonlinear variable with its quotient and the remainder. For example,
1 +x0 +x3 +x, +x5(1 +x, + xi2 +x9x,0 +x,x,1  + xgx,ox,3)
+ x(j + X,X8  + x,4
has 1 +x,, +x3 +x4 as the initial linear part, and x5 as the first nonlinear
variable with its quotient in parentheses and with remainder xs + x,x,  + x,, .
This quotient can be written as
1 + x7  + X&l0  + Xl, + 40x13)  + x12
to show its initial linear part 1 + x7, and its first nonlinear variable x9 with
its quotient in parentheses and with remainder x1*.  Again this quotient can
be written as xlO(l + x,~) + xi, to show that its initial linear block is empty
while its first nonlinear variable is x,~ with linear quotient 1 + x13 and with
remainder xi r.  The principal part is obtained by dropping all remainders and
replacing the linear parts by the corresponding linear-homogeneous parts.
Thus in this example, the principal part is
x0 +x3  +x4  +x,(x7  f~9-%OX13)’
1. PRELIMINARIES
The results of [ 1, 61 will be referred to by their two-place reference
numbers. The notation of [6]  will be used throughout. For the convenience
of readers some of the definitions and results of those papers will be repeated
here.
The notation f N g is used to mean that f and g differ by at most an
integer, i.e., f+ g E Z,.
The set <;T,  is the set of all n-block maps, i.e., maps from the set of
sequences of length n (with entries in Z,) to Z,.  The map I E 5 is defined
by Z(x,)=x,.  IffEXm, gEYn, thenf+gEYN andf.gESr,,  where
N=max(m,n),  andfogESr,+.-,.  We have
(g + h) of = (g of)  + (h of), (g*h)of=(g”f)*(hof)*
If fern, then TfEST,+l is defined by Tf  (OZ3) = Tf  (Ill) =f (II). Also
Q$E;T,-i  and RifEFn-,,  1 <i<n, are defined by
Qif(B)=f(Oi-'OB)+f(O'-'IB), R,f(B)=f(O'B).
Here 0’ stands for a block of O’s of length i. We abbreviate Q, to Q and R,
to R. The left extent off is A(f) = max(n]  f = T”-‘g for some g}. The right
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extent off is p(f) = min(n  ]f~ Yn}. A block map such that n(f)  = p(f) is
said to be trivial.
Reference [ 1, Lemma 1.11.
(a> T(f+  d = Tf + Tg.
(b) T(f.  g> = Tf.  Tg.
(c) T(f 0 g) = Tf 0 g =f 0 Tg.
(d) f = g if and only r rf= Tg.
Reference [ 1, Lemma 1.31. Suppose f is not constant and f E sm. Then:
(4 ~(Tf)=~(f)+Lp(Tf)=p(f)+1.
@I l<n(f)<p(f)Gn.
(c) f = TAW”-‘h  for some h with I(h) = 1.
(4 p(f+g)< max{p(f),  p(g)}.  Equality  occurs  Vp(f)#p(g).
Reference [ 1, Lemma 2.21. If f is not constant, then p(u) < pf - 1.
Reference [ 1,  Theorem 2.111. If g E 9, is nontrivial and f 0 g =f, then f
is constant.
Reference [6,  Lemma 1.11.
@I QLf+g)=Q,f+ Qigv RLf+g j=R,f+Rig*
(~1  Q$tf=Q,+J
(d) Ifi-k>Oandj-k>O,  then Q,T’f=Qi-,Tj-“f.
(e )  QiTjf=  Q,-jf,  j < 4
= 0, j> i.
More generally, p(Qj  f) < p(f) - i.
The set q is the set of block maps f such that w=  1, i.e., f = I + TRf
Reference [ 1, Lemma 2.101. Zf g E YI and f is not constant, then
P(fog)=P(f)+P(d-  1.
A block map 4 is linear in thefirst s - 1 variables if and only if Qid E Z,
whenever 1 <i<s-  1.
Reference [6,  Lemma 1.41. Let Q be linear in the jirst r - 1 variables
and v be linear in the first s - 1 variables with r > 2 and s > 1. If r > s, then
0 o w  and w  o $ are linear in the first s - 1 variables. If r > s, then
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If r = s, then
2. THE PRINCIPAL PART OF A BLOCK MAP
The operators which pick out the initial linear part and the principal part
of a block map will be defined now. If d is linear in the first r - 1 but not the
first r variables, then
f$=a,I+  **- + a,-, Tre21 + T’-‘I  . TrQ,#  + T’R,#.
Set A#=a,l+ se- + a,-, T’-‘I = # + T’-‘I  . TrQ,#  + TrR,#. If # is linear,
then #=a,+a,Z+ . . . + ap Tp-‘I  and ,4# is defined to be the linear-
homogeneous part, a, Z + -a* + apTP-‘I. If (p is not linear in the first
variable, then /i( is defined to be the constant block map 0. In all cases A#
is called the initial linear (homogeneous) part of 4. The equation Q =
/id  + T’-‘I  .  T’Q,.# + T’R,$ may be abbreviated to $ =/i( )  +
T’-‘I  . TrQ,#  + TrR,(  ) whenever ( is given by a long expression and we
wish to concentrate on the analysis of Q,$.  Other equations may be
abbreviated in a similar way.
A block map 4 is said to be linear relative to r,, r2 ,...,  r,,,  if 4 is linear in
the first r, - 1 but not the first rl variables, and for each i for which
1 < i < m the quotient Q,, . . . Q,, Q,, 4 is linear in the first ri+ i - 1 but not
the first ri+, variables. Given a nonconstant block map Q there is a unique
sequence r,, r2  ,..., rm such that Q is linear relative to r,, r2....,  r,,,  with
Q . . . Q,, Q,, 4 a nonconstant linear map. The sequence will be called the
p&cipal  vector of 4 while m + 1 will be called the principal order of 4. Then
Q = A4 + T”-‘I. T”Q,,# + T”R,.,Q
and for 2 < i < m,
Qri-, 9.. Qr,Qr,$ =AQri-, ... Q,,Q,,# + Tri-‘I.  Trieri .-. Q,,Q,,#
+ TriR,,Q, rim,  ...  Qr,Qr,A
while
Q r, .a.  Q,,Q,,Q = AQ,, .-.  Qr,Q,$ + 4 6EZ,.
The principal part P#  of 4 is obtained by dropping the remainder at the end
of each of these expressions. Specifically,
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P$  = 4 + Tr’R,,# + Trl-‘I. Trlfr2Rr2Q,,f/  + . . .




+ TV’1.  Trl+“-‘I.  ... . T’l+“‘+‘m-116
=A#  + Tr’-‘Z.  Tr’[AQ,,g  + T’z-lZ. Tr’[AQ,,Q,,4
+ es. + T’m-‘I . Trm[AQ,,  . . . Q,,@] . . . I].
Note that P#  is also linear relative to rl , rz ,...,  r,,,,  and that an the right-hand
side of this equation we may replace 4 by PqK  The first three lemmas follow
immediately from the definition.
LEMMA 2.1. Let (b be linear relative to r, , rz ,..., r,,,.
(a) AP#  = PAQ  = A@.
@I Q,,P$ = PQr, 4.
(c) P$  = A# + Trl- ‘I . Tr’PQ,$
(d) 4E4q ifand  only ifP#Eg.
63 PW G ~(4).
(0 PVY) = rl + r2 + a.* + rj + @Qri ..* Q,.,@),j  < m.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose 4 and v/  have the same principal vector r,.
rz ,..., rm. Then P$  = Py/,  if and only v A# = AIJJ  and for each j, 1 <j < m,
AQ,.'- Q,,Q,,~=AQri~~~  Q,,Q,,v
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose both 4 and w  are linear in the first r - 1 but not
the first r variables. Then P#  = Pw  if and only if A4 = Ayl and
PQ,O =PQ,v
The operators T,  Qi, and R, are linear. But it is easy to construct
examples for which A($ + IJY)  # A# +/iv and P(Q  + w) # P#  + Py/.  Under
certain condition, however, equality does hold.
LEMMA 3.4. If both 4 and w  are linear in theJrst  r - 1 but not the first
r variables, and if Q,(d  + u/)  is not constant, then A(# + w)  = Aqi  + /iv.
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose 4 and v have the same principal vector
rl, r2,...,  rm. Zf Qri  ... Q,, (4  + tq), 1 < i < m - 1, are nonconstant, then
P(#+yl)=P#+Py/.
Proof: The result follows immediately if d and v/  are linear. The general
result follows by induction on the principal order of C$ and w.  The conditions
ensure that $ + w  is linear relative to rl, rz  ,...,  I,,-,  .
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Thus by Lemma 2. I(c),
~(4  + I//) = A($ + w)  + Trl-‘l  - 7-‘Q,,(d  + IV>-
NOW A($ + W)  = /iti + Aw by Lemma 2.4, while PQ,,(# + w)  = PQ,,#  +
PQ,, w  by the inductive assumption. Thus P(# + IV) = P#  + Pw.
The main result of this section is that if g E g, then P(fo  g) = P(PSo  Pg).
Two lemmas lead to the proof of the theorem.
LEMMA 2.6. If the principal vector of w  is s, , q,..., s,, then for any
ai E Z,
P(a,W+a,Q,,u/+...+a,Q,;..Q,,Q,,w>
= WOW  + a1 Q,,Pw + -a. + a,Q,, -em Q,,Qs,Pv>.
Proof: If w  is linear, the statement becomes P(a,  w)  = P(a, Pv), a,, E Z, ,
which is certainly valid. Suppose the statement is valid for all block maps
with principal order less than n + 1. Let v/  be a block map with principal
vector s,, s2 ,...,  s,, and suppose a,, a, ,...,  a,-,  are not all zero. Then
aOI//+a,Q,,y/+...+a,Q,,...Q,,Q,,w
= a,(Av  + T’l-‘I. T”‘Q,,  v/  + TSIR,, w)
+ a,(AQ,, w  + T”*-‘1  - Ts2Q,,Q,,  w  + TS2Rs2Q,,  w>
+ a.0  + a#Q,, ..a Q,,Q,,v+@
Let t = min Si+ I for those i such that ai = 1, and set pi = 1 if and only if
ai = 1 and si+, = t, 0 < i < n - 1. Then not all the pi are zero. Let
j= min{il/JIi = 1).  Since p(Qsj+, ..- Q,,Q,,w> > dQsi+, *** Qs2Qs,w>~  i>.A we
have p(P,Q,,v+ s..  +Pn-,Q,;**  Q,,Q,,v>=P(Q,+,  **.  Qs2Qs,~) so that
PoQs,w+ e-v  +P,-,  Q,, . . . Q,, Q,, w  is not constant. Thus by Lemma 2.1 (c)
P(a,W+a,Q,,w+...+a,Q,;..Q,,Q,,w>
=A( )+ T’-‘Z. T'P&,Q,,w+  a..  +&-IQ,;- Q,s,Q,,w>.
By the inductive hypothesis applied to Q,, w  this is
A( )+ T’-‘1.  TW/~,PQ,,W+  *a. +Pn-,Qs;- Q,,PQ,,w)
which by Lemma 2.1 (b) is
A( )+ T’-‘1.  T’H,&,Q,,Pw+ s.1  +LQ,,--  Q,,Qs,Pv>.
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Similarly,
PW’Y  + a,  Q,,Pw  + .a-  +  a,Qsn .a-  Q,,Q,,fV>
=A( ) + Tf-‘Z.  T’P&,Q,,Py  + a.-  +P,-,  Q,,  .a.  Q,,Q,,Pu/>.
Finally, since AP#  = A#, we have
A(a,w + ...  + a,Q,, --a Q,,Q,,w>=~@,Pv+  -.a  +a,Q,;-. Q,,Q,,PY).
The required result follows from Lemma 2.3.
LEMMA 2.1. Zf g E Y, and the principal vector of Rg is s, , So,..., s,, then
for any block map 4 and any ai E Z,
P(a,Bog+a,Q,lRg+...+a,Q,n...Q,*Q,,Rg)
= P(aJ’#  0  Pg + a,Qs,PRg  + -.. + a,Q,,  ... Q,,Q,,  PRg).
Proof: If a, = 0, the result follows immediately from Lemma 2.6. Thus
we may assume a0 = 1 in the remainder of the proof. If 4 is linear, say
$=a,+Tk-‘Z+bk+,TkZ+...+TPZ,
then #og=a,+Tk-‘g+bk+,Tkg+ ..a  + T’g. In this case the proof is
essentially the same as that of Lemma 2.6. Suppose the statement is valid for
all block maps (s  with principal order less than m, where m 2 2. Let 4 be a
block map with principal order m which is linear in the first r - 1 but not
the first r variables. Then
4 0 g = A# 0 g + T’-‘g(TQ,#  0 g) + T’R,Q 0 g.
Let the first nonzero  term (if any) in Ad be Tk-‘Z.  Let s’ = minis,}  for those
i for which ai = 1, 1 < i < n (if any). Let t be the minimum of r and s’ (if s’
is well defined) and k + s,  (if k is well defined). Set &, = 1 if r = t, and
/I,  = 1 if k + s,  = t.  Set pi = 1 if ai-,  = 1, and si = t, 2 < i < n; otherwise set
pi = 0, 0 < i < n. We shall show that
P(a,~og+a,Q,,Rg+...+a,Q,,...Q,,Q,,Rg)
=A( )+T'-'1. T'PCB,Q,.qh+AQ,,Rg+ ... +P,Q,,-Q,,Q,,W.
Since p(Q,$  o g) > p(Q,,Rg)  > ...  > p(Q,,  .a*  Q Q,,Rg) and at least one of
the pi is nonzero,  the last bracket in the equati&  is not constant and so by
Lemma 2.1 (c) the equation is valid. Thus by the inductive assumption
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Pta,~og+a,Q,,Rg+...+a,Q,,...Q,,Q,,Rg)
= A (  )+Tt-‘I.TtPCB,Q,P~oPgtP,Q,,PRg+...
+P,Q,, ~a. Q,,Q,,PRs).
By a similar argument this is
P(aJ'$o Pg t a,Q,,P& t --a  + a,Q,, ...  Q,,Q,,PRg).
THEOREM 2.8. If g E q, then for any block map Q
w o d = pw o Pg).
Proof: The theorem is obtained from Lemma 2.7 by putting a, = 1,
a, = 0, 1 ( i ( n.
The result does not extend to cases in which g is not linear in the first
variable. For example, if g is x,(x3  + 1)x4  + x2, then P( g o g) = g 0 g = x3,
while Pg = x1xJx4  and P(Pg o Pg) =x,x3x4x5x6x7.
3. PRESENTATIONS OF POLYNOMIALS
A linear block map a, + a,1 t a, TI + . . s + a, T’- ‘I will be said to be
presented explicitly if the numerical values of the coefficients Ui are given.
The principal part of a block map 4 will be said to be presented explicitly if
its principal vector ri, rz ,...,  r,,,  is given and if Ad and AQi,...,  Q*Q,d,
1 ,< i < m, are presented explicitly.
L e t  P,#=PqA Pz$=P(#+P,#) and for each i > 2 let Pi@  =
P(# t P,  4 + * * * + Pi-,q$).  A block map 4 will be said to be presented via
successive principal parts (or presented) if Pi 4 is presented explicitly for each
i > 1 and d(0)  is given. To show that for each block map ) presentation via
successive principal parts is a finite process we introduce an ordering of prin-
cipal vectors. If $ E Fp,  then its principal vector ri, rz,...,  r, can be thought
of as a sequence of numbers such that 1 < ri  <p - (r, + rz  + a+.  + rid L),
1 < i < m. The sequence is empty if 4 is linear. It can also be thought of as a
point on the p-dimensional hypercube with coefficient 1 in each of the coor-
dinates r, , rl + r2 ,..., r, + rz t ..a + r,,,  and with coefficient 0 in each of the
other coordinates. The string of coefficients can also be interpreted as a
binary number between 0 and 2p - 1. Principal vectors are ordered via the
ordering of the binary numbers. Thus, rl, r2 ,..., r,,,  < s,, s2 ,..., s, if (i) m < n
and ri=si, 1 < i < m, or (ii) 3j < min(m,  n) such that rj > sj while Vi <j,
ri = si. The empty vector is less than every other principal vector.
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PROPOSITION 3.1. If 4 E ;“, then for some q < 2p,
#=P1(4+P*#+**.+Pq#+6, 6EZ,.
ProoJ  We have
Thus it is sufficient to prove that for some q,
P(#+P,4+*** +P,~>=~+P,~+...+P,~+6,
i.e., this sum of terms is linear, i.e., its principal vector is the minimal such
vector. Note that for all i, 4 + P,Q + ...  Pi4 E ;T-,  and there are at most 2p
possible principal vectors of block maps in Fp.  Let the principal vector of
Pi4 be s,, s,  ,..., s, and let j be the maximum number such that Pi+,  4  is
linear relative to s,, s?,...,  sj with Q, . . . Q,, Pi+  I 4 nonzero.  If j = n,  then
Q% . . . Q,, Pi+  id = 1, for nonconstant terms m this quotient would contribute
to Pi@.  In this case if Rs,Qs,-, So.  Q,, Pi+  i 4 is linear the principal vector of
Pi+lQ is sl,  s2 ,...,  s,-~; while if RS,Q,,-, ..a  Q,, Pi+  ,# is not linear the prin-
cipal vector of Pi+,  4 is si,  s2 ,...,  s,-i,  t, ,...,  t, for some t, > s,. Similarly, if
j < n the principal vector of Pi+  ,# is s,, s2 ,...,  sj-,  or s,, sZ  ,..,,  sj or si,  s2 ,...,
sj, tj+ ,,...,  t, with tj+, > sj+,  . All these possible principal vectors are less
than s,, s2 ,...,  s,. It follows that for some q < 2p,  the principal vector of P, $
is the minimum vector.
4. ZERO PRINCIPAL DEFICIENCY OF SPAN
In this section it will be proved that the condition pdfo g) = pP(fo  g)
places considerable constraints on the possible principal vectors off and g. It
enables one to identify a class of irreducible-nonlinear block maps and to
show that in this case f o g = f o g’ implies that g 1: g’.
It is easy to see that if f E Y1 and g E Yr, then f o  g = (I + TRf)  0
(I + TRg) = I + TRg + TRf  0 g is also in ik;. The converse is proved in [2].
Because of the relative inaccessibility of that thesis, a proof is included here.
LEMMA 4.1. [2,  Lemma 3.101. IffogEg,  thenfE%  andgE%.
Proof : We may assume that f E X*,  g E cFn,  p(f) = m, p(g) = n,  with
m > 2 and n  > 2, for otherwise the result is trivial. Let B be any (n - I)-
block and C be any (m - 1)-block. Then
Q(f 0  g)(BC) = f 0  g(OBC)  +f 0  g(  1BC)  = 1.
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Using g, the (m  + n - 1)-blocks OBC and IBC are mapped to m-blocks
which are equal to each other except possibly in the first entries g(OB) and
g( IB).  If g(OB) = g( lB), then the m blocks are equal to each other and so
have the same image under f: In this case f o g(OBC)  +fo g(lBC)  = 0. The
contradiction shows that g(OB) + g( 1B) = 1 for each (n - I)-block  B, i.e.,
gE%.
Now Q(fo  g) = QJo g. If u= 0, then Q(fo g) = 0. If efis not constant,
then p(QJo  g) = p(w)  + p(g) - 1 > 2. In both cases Q(fo g) # 1 which
contradicts the condition f o g E 14. Thus @“= 1, i.e., fE g.
The difference of spans pf -pPf  will be called the deficiency of span of PJ
The deficiencies of span of PfT Pg, P(f  o g), and P(Pf 0 Pg) are related to
each other as follows:
PROPOSITION 4.2. If g E 14  and f is not constant, then the deficiency  of
span of P(f  o g) is the sum of the deficiencies of span of Pf; Pg, and
P(Pf O Pg).
Proof: By Theorem 2.8, P(f  o g) = P(Pf o Pg). Thus,
p(f O g) - pP(f0  g) = p(f o g) - p(Pf O Pg) + p(Pf O Pg) - pP(Pf O Pg)
= [P(f)  + PC  d - 1 I - [P(W)  - Pm)  - 11
+ p(Pf O Pg) - pP(Pf O Pg)
= [p(f) - P(W)1  + b-4 g> - P(pg)l
+ [p(Pf O Pg) -pP(Pf O Pg)l.
The following example shows that the set of block maps f for which the
deficiency of span of Pf is zero is not closed under composition. Take f =
x,,  t x2 x3, g = x0 t x,x2. Then f = Pf and g = Pg. However,
P(f  O g) = x0  + x,x2 so that p(f O g) - p(P(fo  g) = 6 - 3.
On the other hand the property of zero deficiency of span of Pf is inherited
by factors.
COROLLARY 4.3 . lfg E 4”;  andf is not constant, then p(f o g) = pP(f o g)
implies pf = pPf; pg = pPg,  and p(Pf 0 Pg) = pP(Pf 0 Pg).
The main problem will be to consider factorizations  in which neither of
the factors is linear. For linear factors of linear block maps we note that it is
sufficient to consider factorization of linear-homogeneous block maps, since
(1 + I) o (1 + h) = h and either 1 + h or h is homogeneous. Linear-
homogeneous block maps Cy=,  aixi  are in l-l correspondence with
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polynomials EyEI a,~‘-’ with coefficients in 2,.  The unique factorization
for the linear-homogeneous block maps with respect to composition follows
from the unique factorization of the polynomials with respect to
multiplication. Now we shall look at cases in which just one of the factors is
linear.
PROPOSITION 4.4. If g E q and f is a nonconstant-linear block map
while g is not linear, then
P(fO d - PP(fO g)  = p(g) -Pm) + P(f) - A(f)
PPfO Pg)  - PWfO Pg)  = P(f) - l(f).
Proof Let A(f) = I + 1,  p(f) = k, and let Rg be linear in the first s - 1
but not the first s variables. Then
fog=T’(I+TARg+TSI.TS+‘Q,Rg+TS+‘R,Rg)
+ ... + Tk-‘(I  + TARg  + T’I . TS+‘Q,Rg $  r+‘R,Rg),
and
P(fo  g) = A(fo  g) + TlfSI.  T’+S+  ‘PQ,Rg.
Thus p(fo  g) = p( g) + k - 1 = p( g) + pcf) - 1, while pP(fo  g) = p(Pg> t
1 =p(Pg)  + A(J)  - 1. These give the first required equation, and the second
follows from Proposition 4.2 since now p(J)  = p(Q).
THEOREM 4.5. If f o g E Y, and f is a nonconstant-linear block map
while g is not linear, then p(f  0  g) =pP(f o g) implies that f = a, t I and
g-fog*
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, f E 5$ and g E 9,. Thus by Proposition 4.4,
p(g) = p(Pg) and p(f) = A(f)  = 1. Hence, f is I or 1 + I and f o g is g or
1  tg.
PROPOSITION 4.6. If g E 9,  is linear, then
P(fog)-PP(fog)=P(f)-P(Pf).
ProoJ: We prove inductively on the principal order off that pP(f  0  g) =
p(Pf)  + p(g) - 1. This is certainly true if f, and so f o g, are linear. Suppose
the statement is valid for block maps of principal order less than q, and
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suppose that f has principal order q. Iffis linear in the first t - 1 but not the
first t variables, then so is f 0 g. In this case
pP(fo  d  = t +  PPQU  0 g> = t  + PJYQJo  g)
= t + P(PQ,A  + p(g)  - 1,
by the inductive hypothesis. Thus
PWO  s>  = P(W)  + PC  g> - 1.
The proposition follows since p(fo g) = p(f) + p(g) - 1.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose f o g E -ik;  and g is linear. If the principal vector
of Rf is r,, r2  ,..., r,,,, then R(f o g) has the same principal vector and g is a
factor of the linear block map Q,, . I. Q,,R (f’o g).
Proox The theorem follows from [6, Lemma 1.41.
We now turn to the case where neither f nor g are linear. The following
notation will be used in the rest of the paper. The principal vector of Rf will
be r,, r2 ,...,  r,,,,  of Rg will be sl,  s, ,...,  s,, and of R(f 0 g) will be t,, t, ,..,,
t ,,,+,,. Also ARf  = 8,  and AQri_, . ..Q., Rf=Tki-‘I+TkiBi,  2,(i,<m+l,
as long  as AQ,,-, . ..  Q,, Rf is not constant. Define a: E Z, as follows:
.I= 11 i f f  r, =s,;
at= 1 i f f  ri=sl+ki, ki well defined, 2 < i < m;
+ 1 i f f  a;::=1 and ri = sj, 2<i,<m,  2<j(n;
a, -9m+1_  1.
a,?+’  = 1 i f f  ajm_,=l and sj=s,+k,+l, 2<j<n;
(r,!+i=  1 iff ayp+,i-’ = 1 and Sj = Si, 2<i,<m,  l<j<n.
Note that ai = 0 if j > i.
THEOREM 4.8. Let f and g be nonlinear maps such that f 0 g E q and
p(f 0 g) = PWO g). Then  Q,, . . . Q,,Rf  is trivial, the principal order off 0 g
is the sum of the principal orders off and g, and
t,, t2 ,... , t,+,  = rl, r2,..., r,,,, (s, + k,+,), s2,...,  s,.
Moreover,
r,<s,;
ri<s,  +ki if ki is well defined, 2 <i < m;
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ajT!r,  < sj, 2<i<m,  2<j<n;
ajm_~(~~+k,,,+,)<sj,  l<j<n;
a”+‘-‘si  < s,j,
J - 1
icj<n.
Proof: By Lemma 4.1, f E gI and g E 9,. Thus by Corollary 4.3
pf  = pPf  so that pRf  = pPRf, and pRg  = pPRg.  The first step is to prove that
t,=r,<s,andQ,,R(fog)=Q,.,Rfogta~Q,,Rg.Since
fog=I+TAR g +T”I.  T’I+’ Q,,Rg  + TS1+‘R,,Rg
+ 78, og
+ Tr’g  . T”‘“Q,,Rf  0  g + Tr@R,,Rf  0  g,
and since Q,,Rg is not constant, it follows that if s, < r,, then P(fo  g) =
A( ) + Ts’ZTs’+  ‘P(Q,,Rg). But then pP(f  0  g) = s, t 1 + pP(Q,, Rg) =
sl+  1 +p(Q,,f'W  =p(g), while  PPW~=PC.~~~= p(f)+p(g)-  1 >
p(g). The contradiction proves that t, = r, <s, and Q,,R(f 0  g)=
Q,,Rfog+a:Q,,Rg.
The second step is to prove inductively that for 2 < i < m,
(i) t,,  tz ,...,  ti = rl,  rz  ,..., ri;
( i i )  ri<s,+kiifk,iswelldetined,anda~T: ri<sj,2<j<n;
(iii) Q,i-.. Q,,R(fog)  = Q,;.. Q,,Wos  f a;Qs,Rg  + *.*  + d,Q,,,
-3.  Qs,Rg.
Suppose that
Qtj-,  .-+  Q,,RW g>
= Qri_,  -.. Q,,Rf  0  g t a;-‘Qs,Rg  + a..  t a’,-‘Q,,  e-9  Q,,Rg
= Tk’-‘(I  + TARg  + T”‘Z.  Tsl+‘Q,,Rg  + Tsc+‘R,,Rg)
+ Tkiei  0  g
+ T”-lg.  T’iQri  1..  Q,.,Rf  0  g
+ Tri&,Qri-,  ...  Q,,Rfo  g
+ a;-‘Q,,Rg  t ... t a:-‘Q,,  ..a  Q,,Rg.
Then ti = min(s,  f ki, ri, sj), where the minimum is taken over those sj such
that j > 2 and a;::  = 1, and where the term s,  t ki  is omitted if ki  is
not well defined. Suppose that ti ( ri. Set PI = 1 iff ki  is well defined and
ti=s,+ki,andsetpj=l iffajI:=1andti=s,,2<j<m.Atleastoneof
the bj is nonzero.  Note that p(Q,,  ...  Q,,Rg)  > p(Q,,  -.. Q,,Rg)  whenever
k > I, so that R, Q,, Rg + . . . + p,,  Q,,  . . . Q,, Rg 1s nonconstant and
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P(Q,j-, . . . Q,,R(fo  g)) = A( ) + T’i-‘I.  Tt’P(/?lQ,,Rg+-.  +‘@,Q,,  -a.
Q,,Rg).  If /3, # 0, then
pPdfog)=  1 +ll  + ***  +ti-l  +pP(Qti_,  **+ Q,,Rdfog))
< 1 + ri + a-0 + ti-l+ ($I+ ki) +p(Qs,Rg)
= 1 +t, + *** + ti-1  + (S1  + ki)+P(g)-  ’ -sI*
If ,8, = 0 and /3, is the first nonzero  coefficient (I > 2),  then
PW O g) < 1 +  t,  + . ..+ti-l+S.+p(g)-l---s,-ss,--..--,.
On the other hand
PW0 g) = PGfO g> = P(f)  +  P(g) - 1
> 1 + r, + **. +ri-I+ri+P(g)-1
= l+t,+ ‘**+ti-~+ri+p(g)-1.
In both cases this is a contradiction. Thus, ti = ri and the second step is com-
pleted.
The third is to prove that t,+I = s,  + k,,, and that Q,, se-  Q,,Rf  is
trivial. The final stage of the second step gives
Q t, . . . Q,,R(Jog)z  Tkm+f-‘(Z+ARg+  T”‘Z.  TS1+‘Q,,Rg  + Tsl”R,,Rg)
+ Tkm+le m+l”g
+ aTQ,,Rg  + ... + a:Q,,  .a.  Q,,Rg.
Then t,+, = min(s,  + k,, ,, sj), where the minimum is taken over those Sj
suchthataj”_,=1.Ift,+,<s,+k,+,,set~j=1iffa~~,=1andt,+,=sj,
2 <j Q m.  If ,8r is the first nonzero  coefficient, then t, + , = s,  and
pPGfog)~l+r,+~..+t,+t,t,+p(Q,;..Q,,Rg)
= 1 +rl + a.0 +rm+sl+p(g)-l-ss,--~*-s,.
On the other hand
PPGfog)=Pdf)+P(g)-  1
~l+r,+...+r,+k,+,+p(g)--1.
The contradiction proves that t,+,  = sr + k,, , . Then ajm_  ,(sl + k,, 1) < sj,
2<j<n, and
Q t,+, --a Q,,W 0 g) = Q,,Rg + a~“Q,,Q,,Rg  + -a- + a?‘Q,,  -es  Q&r.
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Now
PW-~  g) = 1 + t, + +.-  + t,+, + HYQt,,,  ... Q,,NO  g>)
< 1 +rl + a*. + rm + @I+ kn,  d + dQ,,W
= 1 + r, + ..a +rm+(S,+k,+l)+P(g)-l--SI.
On the other hand, if 8,  + , is not constant, then
~(fo s> 2 1 + t, + .a.  + t,n + dQt,  -.a  Q,,RW  8))
=l+r,+...+r,+p(Tkm”e,+,og)
~l$r,+...+r,+k,+,+p(g).
The contradiction proves that &J,+ i is constant. This completes the third step
of the proof.
The fourth and final step is to prove inductively that for 2 < i < n,
(i)  t,+*,  fm+39..9  tm+i=S2?  S~Y..Y  si;
(ii) ajm_fii-‘si < sj, i < j < n;
(iii)  Q,,+i...  Q,,Nf~g)  = Q,;..  Q,,Rg  + aYAi  Qsi+, a**  Q,,  &
+ ..a  + af+‘Q,,  ..- Q,,Rg.
Suppose that
QL+,-, ... Q,,R(fo  g)  =  Q+,  a.1  Q,,Rg  + aYti-‘Qsi  ..a  Q,,Rs
+ ..a  + CI;+~-‘Q~,  ... Qs,Rg.
Then tm+i= min(s,,  si), where the minimum is taken over those sj such that
ayw+,i-’  = 1. If t,+i <si,set/Ij=liffay-+ii-‘=landt,+i=sj.If/?,isthe
first nonzero  coefftcient,  then t, + i = .s/, I> i, and
p~(fo  g) = 1 + t, + .*a  + tm+i-  I+  PP(Q~~+~-,  .a*  Qt,R(f~  g>>
<l+r,+ ..‘+r,+(S,+k,+,)+s2+“‘+Si-I
+ s/  + AQ,,  -.a  QJW
~p(n+S,+S2+.“+Si-I+S,
+p(g)-  l-s,--*.-s,
< m + p(g) - 1 = m-o  8).
The contradiction proves that tm+i = s, and completes the proof of the
theorem.
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The theorem leads to a criterion for irreducibility except for trivial factors.
Since (1 + I) o (1 + h) = h,  trivial factors always exist. The case where ti = 1
for all i was noted by Green and Kelsch [4].
Note that the condition on the principal vector used in the Theorem 4.9
was used in [6]  in the study of commuting block maps.
THEOREM 4.9. Let h E g be a nonlinear block map such that
p(h) = p(Ph). Let the principal vector t, , t, ,..., t of Rh satisfy the inequalities4
ti < t,, 2 ,< i ,< q, Then h is not the composition of two nonlinear factors. If
h = f o g ‘with f linear, then f is trivial. If h = f o g with g linear and if
Q% . . . Q,, Rh is trivial, then g is also trivial.
Proof: Suppose h =f o g with neither f nor g linear. Then by Theorem
4.8, q = m + n and t, ,...,  t, = r, ,...,  r,, (s,  + k,, ,),  s2 ,...,  s,. Moreover,
r, <s, so that r, < s,  + k,+l,  i.e., t, < t,+,. This contradicts the condition
that t m+1 <t1*
Moreover, if h =f o g with f linear, then by Theorem 4.5, f is trivial. If
h =f  0 g with g linear, then by Theorem 4.7, g is a factor of Q,, ..- Q,,Rh.
Thus if Q,, -.. Q,, Rh is trivial, so is g.
It is easy to see that left factors must be unique. If g E ik; and
fog=f’og,  then [l, Lemma 2.101 ensures that f+f’ is constant. Thus
f +f’ = 0, i.e., f =f  ‘.  The problem of uniqueness of right factors is much
deeper, however. Theorem 4.8 leads to the following result.
THEOREM 4.10. Let f and g be nonlinear maps such that f 0 g E Yj and
p(fog)=pP(fog). Iffog=fog’,  theng-g’.
Proof: Suppose that fog is presented via successive principal parts.
Then the given principal vector off o g is
t,, t2,...,  I,,,+,,  = rl, r2,...,  r,,,,  (sl + k,+,>,  s2,...,  s,,.
When Pf is presented explicitly, k,,  k3,...,  k,, , are given. Thus one can
calculate s1  , and all the a;. From the fourth step of the proof of Theorem
4.8,
Q I,,,+” -.-  Q,,Wo d ‘y Qs,  *.a  Qs,Rs
and if 2<i<n\ \ 9
Q 1,+, .--  Q&f0 g) + a?!‘Q,;+, -e- Q,,Rg  + -.-  + cC+~Q~,  -a-  Q,,Rg
= Qs, ...  Q,&
Thus if 2 ( i Q n, Q,, . . . Q,,Rg can be calculated up to a constant. The third
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step of that proof shows that Q,,Rg can be calculated up to a constant. Now
the final stage of the second step of the proof of that theorem gives
Qf , -.a  Q,,N./%  + 4”Q,,Rg  + -.. + a::Qs.  ..a  Q&z
N Q r;..  Qr,Wg.
Thus f o g = f o g’ implies that Q,, . . a Q,, Rf 0 g N Q,, . - - Q,, Rf 0 g’. But by
Theorem 4.8, Q,, - .. Q,, Rf is trivial so that Q, 0-a  Q,, Rf = 6 + Tkm+‘-‘Z.
Hence,(6+Tkm+1-11)ogz(6+Tkm+1-‘)og’,andsogzg’.
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